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Note to the editor: A preface with character descriptions &
other concepts is available alongside this document. 

PANEL 1

A beautiful view of Cloud Tokyo in all its glory. 

Hanging far above the clouds & the crowded megalopolis of Tokyo.

The city lays on a circular disk, supported by a single column
which stretches all the way to the surface. This gives the city
a distinct T-shaped base with an almost snow globe like skyline.

This is a post-human city, and it's architecture is a beautiful
mix of Gothic styles and machine perfected shapes.  

CAPTION, LOCATION: CLOUD TOKYO

1. Radio transmission: A possible frankentransfer in progress,
all available units to sector C-78.

PANEL 2

We now to the busy tech-streets of Cloud Tokyo, where a pair of
police officers are riding a futuristic motorcycle as they
respond to the call. In the driver's seat is the senior officer,
and riding behind them (on the same bike) is a rookie cop. 

Now here I want the cop uniforms to look like your usual
futuristic stuff, but don't reveal that the cops are androids
yet. You can however show a large variety of android models on
the streets as bystanders if you can fit them in, not a big deal
if you can't. 

2. Driver, answering the radio: Roger that, on our way. 

3. Driver, to rookie: Hold on tight, rookie.

PANEL 3

This can be an almost inset panel, leading us towards the next



2.This can be an almost inset panel, leading us towards the next

page. 

A simple shot of the police bike turning into a dark alley. 
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PAGES 2&3

On these pages I want to do something cool, a single chase
narrative across the two pages. 

We will do a slow reveal of our pair of monster & bride as they
flee in the dark almost Victorian alley. I want them to start
out as only forms and silhouettes and reveal their true forms
bit-by-bit as the light from the pursuing motorcycle lights up
the alley.

Using the negative space this way gives us a sense of both
motion (as the pair runs through the alley) and of the darkness
of the alley. These 3 panels ought to be borderless with the
background fusing into the bleed. 

Note to the editor: 

For this part, refer to the rough thumbnails by Maria. She has
outlined this based on the script and our discussions. 

PANEL 1

We see the outlines and forms of the monster & the bride as they
flee in distress through the dark alley. 

PANEL 2

The light hits the bride so we see her fragile form and that she
is wearing a shawl, covering her face. She is looking behind
her, and her body language shows us fear and panic. 

PANEL 3

The light moves and we get our first proper glimpse of the
monster, revealing some of the grueling details but not his
whole form yet. 

PANEL 4

The cops on the bike have caught up to the pair in the narrow
alley, they are showing light from their headlight towards the
pair. The bike is stopped, Driver has one foot down on the



4.pair. The bike is stopped, Driver has one foot down on the
ground and Rookie is just now beginning to disembark. 

1. Driver: Stop! 

PANEL 5

The culmination of the monster&bride sequence. 

Now the light from the bike shines bright and we see the monster
& the bride in full and clear. 

They look panicked. The bride is holding the hand of the
monster, that is this huge menacing thing, but he looks startled
as well, like he isn't really aware of all that is going on.
There is a low mostly featureless wall behind them, the kinda
that you could feasibly climb over with some effort- The classic
cop show esque pursuit obstacle. 
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PANEL 1

Rookie is approaching the pair, one hand towards the bride and
one hand touching his helmet as she is about to turn her visor
off, and Driver is still on the bike. 

1. Rookie: Easy now, no sudden moves okay?

PANEL 2

The visor disappears from Rookie's helmet and we see her android
face. She has a slight casualness in her expression, like she
was talking in front of a child. 

2. Rookie: We're on your side miss. 

PANEL 3

The monster snarls, in a mix of anger and fear. And the bride
steps even close to the monster, pretty much inside his armpit
into a side embrace. 

3. Monster: NUUUHLL

PANEL 4

The monster jumps up and over the wall behind them, with the
bride in his arms. The bride's shawl falls loose in the air. 

PANEL 5

Driver revs up the bike and is about to take off. (He has to
turn around to continue the chase.)

3. Driver: Damn 'em to surface! Get after 'em rookie, we'll box
them in. 

PANEL 6

Rookie climbing over the wall in pursuit. 
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PANEL 1

Driver blasts out of the alley into the main road. 

1. Driver: Talk to me rookie! 

PANEL 2

Rookie running in the continued alley, trying to keep up with
the pair that is just disappearing from view as they take a
turn. 

2. Rookie: They're heading towards the eighty! How do we stop
that thing?

PANEL 3

Close up on Driver who is speeding on his bike. 

3. Driver: Just push them there! 

4. Driver: I have an idea.

PANEL 4

Now we jump forward a bit in this chase to the moment where our
pairs meet up again. We're at the end of the road, Driver has
just cut off the monster & bride's escape route as the Rookie
catches up to them. They are still keeping a distance. Driver is
talking to the radio. 

The monster & bride are standing in front of the city's border
wall. This is a solid metal wall, something like 4 feet high.
There is a G marked in one corner of the wall, designating it's
coordinates within the city. The adjoining sections of the wall
are similarly marked with a designation letter. It is clearly a
single section of a larger wall- As we are about to discover.
Beyond it, just empty air and a deadly drop. For now, the wall
is up. 

5. Driver, to the radio: Operator, requesting ventilation on



7.5. Driver, to the radio: Operator, requesting ventilation on

C-80G  

PANEL 5

The monster and the bride look shocked, as the wall behind them
is going down. The wall essentially just retracts downward,
exposing the empty sky behind it. 

6. Radio transmission: Confirmed. 
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PANEL 1

Driver, now disembarked and reaching for his service weapon as
he holds up a hand towards the pair. 

1. Driver: Now, let the lady go and we promise to be more than
humane with the decommission. 

PANEL 2

The bride, who we now that she lost her shawl can clearly see is
also an android, almost cries out in panic. 

2, Bride: You don't understand! He's my husband! 

PANEL 3

Rookie, looking puzzled by this. 

3. Rookie: This botched up monster? 

PANEL 4

The bride, is supporting herself by leaning into the monster
with one hand, but she now a bit further from him than
previously. She seems to be taken aback by all this emotion that
she is not able to handle with her android body yet. 

4. Bride: We... could only afford one afterbody... 

PANEL 5

Driver holding his gun pointed towards the pair. He manages to
have a mean look of despise on his face. 

5. Driver: So you had his consciousness smuggled in to the
afterlife, and built your own. 

PANEL 6

Close in on Driver's face, showing that look. 
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6. Driver: Shame on you, you've let every post-human in this
city down. And your husband too. 

PANEL 7

The monster roars, obviously reacting to the words on some way.
The bride also reacts, reaching her arm to shield the monster
from the police and trying to yell in the chaos.

7. Driver, coming from previous panel: He'd be happier if he
stayed dead. 

8. Monster, this could be almost a SFX around the monster:
LLOOOHRR!

9. The bride, her voice being lost in the chaos: Wai-

PANEL 8

Driver fires his gun. You can decide if this is a close up or
something else, but that's what I'm leaning towards.  

SFX, gun firing: ZBAM!!
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PANEL 1

A moment of shock: The bride has been shot, sparks fly from her
midsection, and she hangs in the air as she is already beginning
to fall over the edge of the city.

PANEL 2

The bride is already disappearing below the edge, as the
panicked monster leaps behind her. 

PANEL 3

The empty edge, where just moments before the two were standing.
They have both disappeared over the edge. 

PANEL 4

Driver & Rookie standing at the edge, peeking over and wondering
at the pair's fate. 

1. Rookie: Do you think it could survive the fall?

2. Rookie: Should we alert someone on the surface? 
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PANEL 1

We look from the sky, we see a side view of Cloud City. The
majestic city dominates the skyline, but a single strong line
cuts down from its edge as the monster & bride fall towards the
ground, breaking through the clouds. A beautiful image as the
dropping duo essentially rends a vertical line across the sky. 

1. Driver, off page: I don't know rookie.

PANEL 2

On the surface, we are on a busy street of Tokyo. Whereas Cloud
Tokyo was a Gothic tech-utopia this is the sad Victorian
metropolis, filled to the brim with almost soulless humans. 

This is right after the impact, the monster is kneeling in a
small impact crater with the bride's limp body in his arms. The
monster is battered, and badly wounded from the fall but still
alive. There is real anguish in him, as he cries very human
tears. 

2. Driver, off page: But it ain't our problem anymore.


